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The graphic information on the wooden maps of Qin tombs unearthed in Fangmatan 
is of great significance in terms of ancient histories of Chinese cartography, surveying and 
geography. It is arguable that the maps of Tianshui Fangmatan are claimed to be the 
world's and Chinese earliest maps in practical use, however, the emphasis on their 
“practicality” bears resemblance to the tradition of practicality in Chin dynasty. The 
contents of the maps are useful in investigating the aspects of local ecology and 
environment where the documented “Phoebe zhennan material” proves to be most 
valuable. Both administrative and military maps in ancient times put emphasis on the 
recording and displaying of information about forest trees. The maps of Fangmatan 
highlight the trees' “materials”, “sizes” and their “publications” which are realized as 
reflecting on the local vegetation conditions and their economic benefits thereof. The 
excavated wooden board drawings depict images of wildlife in the forest region and 
represent significant historical data of ecology. The maps of Qin tombs in Fangmatan 
provide information about water transport in the forest region which familiarizes us with 
the water resources at the time and therefore proves to be invaluable. 
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